the Artemis Project 2006
Things you can do...
Personalized Nametags

- Judy
- Selvana
- Teonna Ready
- Patrice
- Nancy
HTML

Everything you need to know to make a webpage
Examples

Paradise...

Pictures

Here are my pictures! Click on the thumbnail to view the actual picture!

My bestest friend Jackie and Chris in the field during gym

(from left to right)
Mila, Sheila, Me and Vivian at Sheila's quincinera

(top from left to right)
Vanessa, Victor, me, and Brenda
Rubber Duckie...You're The One!

Click To Enter
Hey everyone! Well, if you haven't noticed, you have just dropped onto my page. That's my notice, saying what up to everyone. Isn't she just so cute? My page isn't much yet but just feel free to roam around a bit and see what's important in my world. And those that aren't important, you'll just have to know more about what I like and maybe find some similarities and want to be my friend! But anyway, this is my page. Hope you enjoy what I have so far. You can find out more about me and what I like by clicking on the links below. The links are the pictures. Besides the names of my other pages, if anything looks really out of place, just click on the refresh button and the page will look right. Oh, yes and a little note... I HATE ENTERS. Don't steal! The pages will look better if you make it a full screen.

I'm not supposed to love you.
I'm not supposed to care.
I'm not supposed to live my life wishing you were there.
I'm not supposed to wonder where you are or what you do.
I'm sorry. I can't help myself, cause I'm in love with you.

If I could reach up and hold a star for every time you've made me smile, the entire evening sky would be in the palm of my hand.
Learn how to Program!
Here are some things you can do with Logo:
Pretty Nifty!
Learn how robots suffer from only having a few senses.

THEN...
Lego Mindstorm

Build your own robot!
After we programmed the robots...

...we gave them music...

...and watched them dance!
Field Trips!
• Making music
• Making art
• Other computer activities
Ropes Course

Teamwork!
We met Intelligent Robots...

MIT Artificial Intelligence Laboratory

Kismet

Cog

Big Red
Apply to Artemis today!

It’s never too early to apply!
Applications need to be postmarked by April 19th
Email us: artemis@cs.brown.edu
Visit us on the web:
http://www.cs.brown.edu/orgs/artemis/